This study shows how neural networks can be used to predict the posterior probabilities in a consumer choice situation. We provide the theoretical basis for its use and illustrate the entire neural network modeling procedure with a situational choice data set from AT&T. Our findings supported the appropriateness of this application and clearly illustrate the nonlinear modeling capability of neural networks. The posterior probability predictions clearly add to the usefulness of the technique for marketing research.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an upsurge in the business applications of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to forecasting and classification. Examples include prediction of bank bankruptcies (Tam and Kiang, 1992) , success in joint ventures (Hu et al., , 1999a , consumer choices (Kumar et al., 1995; West et al., 1997) , derivative/option, stock prices (Lo, 1996; Refenes et al., 1996) , and forecasting of currency exchange rates (Hu et al., 1999b) , to name a few. An extensive review of forecasting models using ANNs is provided in Zhang et al. (1998) . Despite this upsurge, many market researchers still treat ANNs as black boxes. However, just like any statistical model, neural networks must be carefully modeled for the application to be successful. In this study, we consider the various aspects of building neural network models for forecasting consumer choice. Specifically, a situational consumer choice model is constructed, and neural networks are used to predict what product or service a consumer will choose. Our approach relies on the estimation of posterior probabilities for consumer choice. The posterior probability, being a continuous variable, allows more interesting analysis of the relationships between consumer choice and the predictor variables.
The type of ANNs that we consider is the multi-layer feedforward networks. Probably the most popular training method for such networks is back-propagation (Rumelhart et al., 1986) . In this study, we use the algorithm developed by Ahn (1996) for training. As feedforward networks are now well established and discussions can be found in most textbooks in neural networks, they will not be presented here. But, one frequent and valid criticism of neural networks is that they can not explain the relationships among variables. Indeed, since neural networks usually use nonlinear functions, it is very difficult, if possible at all, to write out the algebraic relationship between a dependent and independent variable. Therefore traditional statistical relationship tests --on regression parameters, for example --are either impossible or meaningless. A typical approach in neural network modeling is to consider the entire network as a function and just investigate the predicted value of a dependent variable against the independent variables.
In this paper, such analysis is reported. In addition, we highlight two modeling issues when using neural networks:
• Model selection. Selection of an appropriate model is a non-trivial task. One must balance model bias (accuracy) and model variance (consistency) . A more complex model tends to offer smaller bias (greater accuracy) but also greater variance (less consistency). Among neural networks, a larger network tends to fit a training data set better but perform more poorly when it is applied to new data.
• Feature selection. A modeler strives to achieve parsimony. So the goal here is to build a model with the least number of independent variables yet producing equal or comparable predictive power. For neural networks, as mentioned above, parameter testing does not apply and therefore more computational intensive methods must be employed to determine the variables that should be included in a model. We offer and validate a heuristic that has worked well for the test data set.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. The next section briefly discusses the use of posterior probabilities for consumer choice. The entire approach to model situational choice prediction is then illustrated. The data came from a large-scale study conducted by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T). As can be expected, one of the objectives of the study was to find out how consumers choose between various modes of communication. The results are then presented, which is followed by a section describing an experiment that evaluates and validates our feature selection heuristic. The final section contains the conclusion.
ESTIMATION OF POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES

Definitions
A classification problem deals with assigning an object, based on its attributes, to one of several groups.
Let x be the attribute vector of an object and ω j denote the fact that the object is a member of group j.
Then the probability P( ω j | x) is called the posterior probability and it measures the probability that an object with attributes x belongs to group j. Traditional classification theory computes the posterior probability with the Bayes formula, which uses the prior probability and conditional density function (see, for example, Duda and Hart, 1973) .
Posterior probabilities correspond to the likelihood of a consumer making a purchase in a consumer choice problem. Armed with the estimates of these probabilities, a marketer would know how likely a consumer is to alter his choice decision. For instance, a consumer with a probability of 0.498 is more likely to change one's choice than another with a probability of 0.20. Under this scenario, the marketer can more effectively target his product or messages to those consumers whose probabilities are closer to 0.5; and design strategies to increase these posterior probabilities for his product.
Typically, the posterior probability is a nonlinear function of x and cannot be derived directly. Hung et al. (1996) showed that the least squares estimators produce unbiased estimates of this probability. Neural networks provide a convenient way to perform this computation. For a prediction problem with d features and m groups, the neural network structure will have d input nodes and m output nodes. If we define the target values for the output nodes as in (1), and use the least-square objective function, it turns out the predicted value of the j th output variable is an unbiased estimator of the posterior probability that x belongs to group j . For a two group prediction, only one output node is sufficient and the target values will be 1 for group 1 and 0 for group 2.
Two critical conditions must be met for the estimates of posterior probabilities to be accurate. One is sample size. In a previous study with simulated data sets , we found that the larger the training sample is, the greater the accuracy. The second is the network size. Theoretically speaking, the larger the network is (with more hidden nodes), the greater the accuracy of function approximation.
However, for a given training sample, too large a network may lead to overfitting the sample, at the expense of generalization to the entire population.
Model selection
Model selection addresses the issue of what is the appropriate model (in our case, the neural network) for a given sample. Theoretically, model selection should be based on the trade-off between model bias and model variance (Geman et al., 1992) . The bias of a model relates to the predictive accuracy of the model, whereas variance refers to the variability of the predictions. A model with low bias --by having many hidden nodes, for example --tends to have high variance. On the other hand, a model with low variance tends to have high bias. For a more detailed explanation of this issue, see Bishop (1995) .
Empirically, we wish to select the smallest (in terms of hidden nodes) network with the best generalizability. A typical method to determine the generalizability of a model is to use a data set separate from the training set. In this project, the data set is divided into three subsets: training, validation, and test sets. For a given network architecture (here, it refers to the network with a specific number of hidden and input nodes) the training set was used to determine the network parameters. The resultant network is then used to predict the outcome of the validation set. The architecture with the best generalizability is then chosen. The test set is used to measure how well the chosen model can predict new, unseen observations.
EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION OF SITUATIONAL INFLUENCES ON CHOICE
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company maintained a consumer diary panel to study the consumer choice behavior in selecting long distance communication modes over time (Lee et al., 2000) .
The company embarked on a major research effort to understand the effect of situational influences on consumer choices of communication modes. It is envisioned that the usage of long distance phone calling is largely situational since the service is readily available within a household and is relatively inexpensive.
A demographically proportional national sample of 3,990 heads of households participated over a twelvemonth period. The sample was balanced with respect to income, marital status, age, gender, population density and geographic region. Each participant has to record the specifics on a weekly basis of one long distance (50 miles or more) communication situation.
Choice modeling
The communication modes being reported are of three types, long distance telephone calling (LD), letter or card writing. Since long distance telephone calling is verbal and the other two are non-verbal, letter and card in this study are combined into one category. The dependent variable, COMMTYPE, is coded as `1' for LD and `0' for `letter and card'.
For a communication initiated by the consumer, information on five situation-related factors is also reported. These factors are:
• the nature (TYCALL) of the communication decision, whether it is `impulse' (coded as `0') or `planned' (coded as `1'); • reasons (REASON) for communication, `ordinary' (coded as `1') or `emergency' (coded as `0');
• receivers (RECEIVER)of the communication, `relatives' (coded as `1') or `friends' (coded as `0');
• total number of communications made and received (TOTALCOM) during the diary week, and
• total number of LD calls made and received (NUMCALLS) during the diary week.
Information gathered on TYCALL, REASON, and RECEIVER has marketing implications for how the long distance call services can be positioned in an advertising copy. Also, based on past studies, the company has found that as TOTALCOM increases for a consumer, the frequency of using LD increases.
Thus, a viable strategy is to remind a consumer to keep in touch with friends/relatives. Information on NUMCALLS also has implication for advertising positioning. Consumers in general tend to reciprocate in their communication behavior. When a phone call is received, a consumer is likely to respond by calling.
The company can encourage consumers to respond when a call is received.
In addition, information on six consumer demographic and socioeconomic variables is also reported at the start of the diary keeping activities. These variables include number of times the consumer has moved his/her place of residence in the past five years (MOVES); number of relatives (RELATIVE) and friends (FRIENDS) that live over 50 miles or more away; age (AGE), average number of cards and letters sent in a typical month (NUMCLET) and average number of long distance telephone calls made in a typical month (MEANCALL).
In this study, we use all five situation-based and the six demographic variables to predict choice of modes.
These demographic variables are potential candidates for segmentation while allowing the differences in situational and demographic influences be captured.
A sample of 1,480 communication situations is used from the weekly diary database, 705 (47.64%) are LD calls made and the remaining 775 (52.46%) written communications. The entire sample of situations is from a total of 707 diarists. The maximum number of situations reported is three per diarist.
For neural network modeling, the data set, as mentioned before, is randomly partitioned into training, validation, and test sets. The distribution is 60%, 20%, 20% --exactly the same as in West et al. (1997) .
The specific composition is shown in 
Design of neural network models
As previously mentioned, the networks used in this study are feedforward networks with one hidden layer. There are direct connections from the input layer to the output layer. There is one output node and only it has a scalar. The activation function of the hidden nodes and the output node is logistic. An issue in neural network is the scaling of input variables before training. Previous research indicates that data transformation is not very helpful for such problems and hence it is not performed here.
Given the choices made above, model selection is now reduced to the determination of the number of hidden nodes. Several practical guidelines have been proposed: d (Tang and Fishwick, 1993) , 2d (Wong, 1991) , and 2d+1 (Lippmann, 1987) , for a one-hidden-layer of d input nodes. However, none of these heuristics work well for all problems. Here we start with a network of 0 hidden nodes. It is trained on the training set and then applied to the validation set. Next we train a network of 1 hidden node and calculate the validation set sums of square error (SSE) similarly. This is repeated until a reasonably large number of hidden nodes has been investigated. (This number cannot be predetermined because the validation set SSE may go up and down for some time until a pattern develops.) Figure 1 shows the plot of SSE for the validation set as the number of hidden nodes varies from 0 to 6, with all the eleven feature variables as inputs.
Figure 1: Validation Set SSE versus Number of Hidden Nodes
Since the SSE in the validation sample takes on the smallest value at 1 hidden node, this architecture is selected for subsequent runs.
Selection of input variables
As discussed earlier, feature selection is an important and difficult topic in neural network modeling.
Since hypothesis tests on parameters are not applicable here, we resort to a backward elimination method.
Train a network with all d features included. Then delete one variable and train a new network. Delete a different variable from the original set and train another new network. We end up with d networks, each having d-1 features. Select the network with the smallest validation set SSE. Now consider the selected set of features as the original set and repeat the process. This process continues until the validation set SSE increases drastically. This heuristic is admittedly `brute force' but the resultant network has been shown to classify better than the full-featured network in previous studies Hung et al., 2001; Shanker, 1996) . In addition, the following sections present an experiment that shows the backwardelimination approach for this dataset indeed selects the best of all possible network models.
As indicated in Figure 2 , the validation set SSE for the 11-variable model is around 37. It drops to around 34 for the 10-, 9-and 8-variable models. It increases to about 36 and remains there for 7-to 4-variable models. The next variable removal brings about a sharp increase in SSE. Although the 8-variable model has the smallest SSE, the 4-variable is more attractive because with only half of the variables its SSE is only slightly higher. So we decided on that model for further analysis.
Figure 2: SSE versus Number of Features
The variables selected are REASON, RECEIVER, TOTALCOM and NUMCALLS. It is interesting to note that all the demographic variables are excluded from the final model. Researchers have found that situational and contextual factors have major impact on situation-based choices (Hui and Bateson, 1991; Simonson and Winer, 1992) . Conceptually, one can expect situation-specific factors to exercise greater amount of impact on these choices, since the consumer demographic factors are more enduring in nature and thus their influences may or may not enter into a particular purchase situation.
The appropriateness of the architecture being used is verified again by experimenting with the number of hidden nodes from 0 to 6. Once again the architecture with 1 hidden node is selected.
RESULTS
Investigation of relationships
Suppose we knew that the four features --REASON, RECEIVER, TOTALCOM and NUMCALLS --would be useful to predict the type of communication. We can carry out some preliminary analyses before the models are built. Two of the variables, REASON and RECEIVER, are 0-1 variables, so contingency tables such as Table 2 can be used.
Each ratio is the proportion of long distance calls with respect to the total number of communications. The observations are those in the training and validation sets. For example, there are 83 communications for REASON = 0 (emergency) and RECEIVER = 0 (friends), among them 59 are telephone calls. In general, the likelihood of placing a LD call is substantially higher in emergency situations and when the call is placed with relatives. A neural network with one hidden node and four input nodes was trained on the combined training and validation sets, using the four features selected. The posterior probability is the probability that a consumer will choose long distance call for communication. So the first question a marketer may ask is what is the relationship between each situational variable and such a choice. Table 3 shows the mean posterior probability for each combination of REASON and RECEIVER. The same pattern observed in the contingency table is clearly visible again --the probability to use long distance is highest under emergency situations to relatives. The fact that the average posterior probabilities are reasonably close to the raw relative frequencies in Table 2 With posterior probability as the dependent variable, and TOTALCOM and NUMCALLS as the two continuous independent variables, Figure 3 shows a clear pattern when REASON=0 and RECEIVER=0.
First, the posterior probability functions are all nonlinear functions of TOTALCOM and NUMCALLS.
Second, the function suggests a positive relationship with respect to NUMCALLS. With respect to TOTALCOM, the relationship is not clear when the variable is small but seems positive when it is high.
Similar patterns were observed in the other 3 plots and will not be presented here.
Figure 3: Posterior Probability Function
Some marketing implications can be drawn from the results of these graphs. The positive relationship between the posterior probability and NUMCALLS suggests that when a phone call is received, it is more likely for a consumer to respond with the same mode of communication. Notice that the process of reciprocity being generated can potentially lead to a multiplicative effect on the total volume of calls being made. A long distance phone company is well advised to remind consumers to reciprocate any long distance communication with the same mode.
Our results imply that as the total number of communication situations made and received (TOTALCOM) is small, the probability of making an LD call is widely scattered from 0 to 1; hence it is difficult to predict the choice. However, when TOTALCOM is large (roughly over 30), then the probability of placing an LD call is very high, close to 1. In addition, as TOTALCOM goes up, the number of LD calls made should go up also. Therefore it would benefit a long distance telephone company to encourage consumers to communicate more.
Predictive accuracy
To evaluate the ability of neural network models to generalize to previously unseen objects, a total of three models are constructed. The first includes all 11 original features. The second includes 7 features selected by the backward elimination procedure in logistic regression (SAS 1998) . And the third uses only the 4 features selected by our own backward elimination procedure. For ease of reference, the lists of features are provided below.
• All 11 features: MOVES, RELATIVE, FRIENDS, AGE, NUMCLET, MEANCALL, TYCALL, REASON, RECEIVER, TOTALCOM, NUMCALLS.
• The 7 features selected by logistic regression: NUMCLET, MEANCALL, TYCALL, REASON, RECEIVER, TOTALCOM, NUMCALLS.
• The 4 features selected by neural network: REASON, RECEIVER, TOTALCOM, NUMCALLS.
A neural network was built for each feature set and data used were the combined training and validation sets. The optimal number of hidden nodes for the 7-feature model was again 1. Each feature set was also used to build a logistic regression model. All 6 models were then asked to predict the observations in the test set. Their performance is summarized in Several important observations can be made. First, the neural network models are superior to logistic regression models in all cases except one (7 features, long distance). Second, the four-feature model outperforms every other model. This speaks voluminously for the merit of feature reduction used in this study. It also validates our own feature selection procedure. Third, the feature selection scheme for both neural networks and logistic regression seems able to find the optimal model: four-variable model for the former and seven-variable model for the latter.
The next section discusses model selection in greater detail, and presents experiments to validate our backward elimination feature-selection method.
MODEL SELECTION
In all nonlinear models including ANNs, model selection consists of specifying the nonlinearity component and feature selection. Architecture selection in ANN corresponds to specifying the nonlinear structure.
Architecture selection
Typically, the size of a neural network refers to its number of parameters (i.e., the number of arc weights and node biases). Given that we are concentrating on networks of one layer, the size of a network is directly related to the number of hidden nodes.
The methods to determine the appropriate network architecture can be summarized as follows.
1. Eliminating arcs whose weights are small or zero. Cottrell et al. (1995) construct an approximate confidence interval for each weight, and if it contains zero, then the arc is eliminated. ii is the i-th diagonal element of the Hessian matrix, the matrix of second derivatives (of SSE with respect to arc weights), and w i is the weight of arc i. The optimal brain surgeon (Hassibi and Stork, 1993) , on the other hand, uses the diagonal element of the inverse of the Hessian matrix.
Eliminate arcs whose
3. Build networks with different numbers of hidden nodes and then select one using some performance measure. The measure used by Moody and Joachim (1992) is called the prediction risk and it is the mean squared error on the validation set, adjusted by the number of weights. They also compute the prediction risk by using cross-validation, which first divides a data set into k subsets and uses k-1 subsets for training and the k th subset for validation. The validation set then rotates to the 1 st subset, and then to the 2 nd , etc. in a round-robin fashion.
As discussed in the next section, our paper uses a measure similar to that of Moody and Joachim (1992) .
For other methods, please see Bishop (1995, section 9.5).
Feature selection
In modeling, the principle of parsimony is important. Feature selection refers to the process of determining which subset of input variables to be retained. It is a standard procedure in conventional pattern recognition (see, e.g., Fukunaga, 1990) . Clearly one can use the methods mentioned above to eliminate one arc at a time until an input node is disconnected from the network and is thus eliminated by default. However, more efficient methods can be developed for this purpose.
There are two general approaches used in feature selection: forward addition and backward elimination.
The former successively adds one variable at a time, starting with no variables, until no attractive candidate remains. The latter starts with all variables in the model and successively eliminates one at a time until only the ``good'' ones are left. Whether a variable is attractive or not depends on its contribution to the model. For linear regression, well known measures for identifying good subsets of variables include (degree of freedom-adjusted) mean square error, and prediction sum of squares (PRESS). For detailed discussions, see Neter et al. (1996) and Draper and Smith (1981) .
In general, since backward elimination starts with the entire set of input variables, it is less likely to overlook any one variable's contribution in explaining the variability in the dependent variable, thus it is more likely for the procedure to arrive at the smallest subset of desirable variables.
For neural networks, several measures have also been proposed. Belue and Bauer (1995) calculate the (absolute) derivative of the SSE over each variable (called saliency metric) and drop the variables whose saliency is small. Moody and Joachim (1992) develop a sensitivity analysis (of a variable on SSE) based on their prediction risk and eliminate variables whose sensitivity is low. For other methods, please see Bishop (1995, section 8.5 ).
The next section presents our proposed method, which uses the backward elimination method for feature selection.
Proposed Feature Selection Method
Our proposed method for feature selection is a backward elimination method based on our measure of prediction risk, which is very similar to that of Moody and Joachim (1992) . Given a trained network of n features and h hidden nodes, denoted as , the prediction risk is the mean sum of 
Network Architecture
The networks used all have one output node, since there is one target variable COMMTYPE, and one hidden layer with h hidden nodes. There are arcs connecting each input node to both the output node and the hidden nodes. The activation function at each hidden node and the output node is logistic. In addition, each hidden node has a scalar. For the purpose of model selection, the number of hidden nodes h varies from 0 to 7.
Results
A neural network was set up for each of the 127 possible combinations of the seven input variables. Each network was then trained using 8 different architectures (0 to 7 hidden nodes). These correspond to a total of 1,016 networks. Table 5 shows the minimum SSEs across all hidden nodes and sets of input variables for each validation sample. In sample 1, among the seven 1-variable networks, variable 6 (not shown) with 4 hidden nodes is tied with variable 6 with 3 hidden nodes with SSE equal to 103.87. Among the 6-variable networks, the network with 2 hidden nodes has the minimum SSE of 68.62. The network with the smallest SSE among all combination of variables and hidden nodes is shown in bold.
Results from validation set 2 are similar to those from set 1. Both indicate that the 6-variable network with variables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, and 2 hidden nodes has the smallest SSE. Validation set 3 shows a slight difference from the other 2 samples. The 4-variable (variable 4,5,6,7) with 2 hidden nodes has the smallest SSE.
Next, we experiment with the backward elimination procedure. The seven input variables were trained in 8 network architectures, hidden nodes from 0 to 7. With validation sample 1, Table 5 shows the network with 2 hidden nodes has the smallest SSE of 73.73 for 7 variables. With the number of hidden nodes fixed at 2, we then proceeded to examine the SSEs from the seven 6-variable networks. As shown in Table 6 , the network with variables 2,3,4,5,6,7 has the smallest SSE, 68.62. Further elimination of variables resulted in an increase in SSE. The set of variables 2,3,4,5,6,7 is then used to train networks of 0 to 7 hidden nodes, and the minimum SSE corresponds to the network with 2 hidden nodes (see Table 7 ). So the recommended feature set, based on validation sample 1, is (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) and the network architecture is the one with 2 hidden nodes. This is the ``best'' selection indicated by the all-combination experiment (Table 5 ).
With validation sample 2, the backward elimination method ends with the same ``best'' selection. The minimum SSE is 61.80. For validation sample 3, the backward elimination method starts with 3 hidden nodes for all 7 variables and ends with 4 variables --4,5,6,7. Table 6 shows the SSE for this combination is 72.48. The set of 4 variables is then used to train networks of 0 to 7 hidden nodes, and the minimum SSE corresponds to the network with 2 hidden nodes (see Table 7 ). This is the same as the best selection in the all-combination experiment ( Overall results indicate that the backward elimination procedure identifies the same ``best'' models as the all-possible-combinations approach in each of the three validation samples. Neural networks are quite robust with respect to architecture and feature selection. Networks with 2 or 3 hidden nodes seem to be appropriate for this data set.
From a practical perspective, there seems to be little difference between models of 6 features and those of 4 features. In validation samples 1 and 2, the 4-variable models end up with only a slight increase in SSE over the 6-variable models. For example, in validation sample 1, the four variable model 4,5,6,7 leads to an SSE of 70.82 compared to the smallest SSE of 68.62 for the 6-variable model. However, a 4-variable network with 2 hidden nodes has only 14 arcs, whereas a 6-variable network with 2 hidden nodes has 20 arcs. A researcher can easily justify the selection of the 4-variable model because of the greater reduction in the size of the network (which translates into greater degree of freedom for statistical analysis). Our study has shown that the posterior probabilities of choice can be estimated with neural networks via the least squares principle, and that neural network in fact provides a direct estimate of these probabilities.
Thus the focus of this study is on the estimation of these posterior probabilities and the nonlinear functional relationships between these probabilities and the predictor variables.
Most market researchers treat neural networks as a black box. They leave the decision on model selection to computer software packages if the packages have such capabilities and typically rely on logistic regression for feature selection. Our study encompasses a rather comprehensive approach to neural network modeling. It provides guidelines for sample selection and shows how model selection should be carried out experimentally. A backward elimination procedure adapted in this study actually identified a parsimonious model with even better classification rate. These results truly attest to the nonlinear modeling capabilities of neural networks.
The situational choice data set from AT&T contains variability over time and across consumers. Dasguta et al. (1994) report that most neural network applications have been with aggregate consumer data. There are only a handful of applications with disaggregate consumer survey response data. Data at a lower level of disaggregation typically contains more noise. Results reported in this study illustrate the potential for superior performance of neural networks for this domain of applications.
The variables retained by our feature selection procedure are all situation-based. As indicated in previous research in situational influences, situation-based factors should have a stronger bearing on situational choices as compared to the more enduring, consumer factors. This finding provides some validation for our suggested procedure. The nonlinear relationship between the posterior probabilities and the input variables was clearly captured graphically in our study. It is shown that these probabilities are more informative and useful for marketers in planning their strategies.
Practical managerial implications can be drawn from the results of this study. The benefits of long distance phone calling particularly in emergency situations are to be reinforced. Also, consumers are to be reminded that when communicating with relatives, long distance phone calling is the preferred choice. In addition, consumers are to be reminded to reciprocate in terms of modes of communications. When a consumer receives a long distance phone call, the consumer should be encouraged to use the same mode of communication in his/her response. Lastly, a long distance phone company should continuously remind its consumers to keep in touch with one's friends and relatives. As the total frequency of communications increases, the likelihood of using long distance phone calling also goes up.
Major advances have been made in the past decade in neural networks. This study intends to introduce some of these major breakthroughs for researchers in the field of marketing. It is our hope that market researchers will be able to gain a better appreciation of the technique. Of course, these advances are available at a cost. Neural networks are much more computationally intensive than classical statistical methods such as logistic regression. The model selection and feature selection procedures require customized programs. However, as computation cost is getting cheaper each day, these problems are becoming less an obstacle for modelers.
